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Market Overview January 2017 

 

What happened in the economic and investment markets in 2016? 

The UK economy grew by 2.2%, which is the fastest growth amongst the seven leading 

industrial economies. We have now grown for 8 consecutive years. Our dominant service 

sector is producing about 10% more than before the credit crisis, construction about the same, 

while manufacturing is still about 5% lower, but picking up. Services makes up 80% of the 

economy and they reported a surge in new orders in December. UK consumer confidence 

continues to grow, reflected by a 5.5% growth in online spending in 2016, and a 7.3% 

increase in hotel, bar and restaurant expenditure, while employment hit a record 74.5% in the 

middle of 2016. This pushed median net household income in the UK in 2016 to rise by 

2.1%, after inflation, to £25,500pa, according to the Institute for Fiscal Studies. 

The UK's leading blue-chip index ended 2016 at record levels, despite a tumultuous year, 

with the FTSE 100 closing at a new all-time high of 7,142.83 points on Friday 30 December. 

Stocks were given a large boost by the Brexit-hit pound, with sterling ending the year down 

14%, helping the 70% of profits derived from overseas to drive the FTSE 100 up by 19% 

when the 4% paid out in dividends were included (see below). Global equity income funds 

were up by 23%, Global equity funds 21%, UK Equity Income funds and UK fixed interest 

by 9%, home prices by 6%, while commercial property returned 5%.  

2016 Returns for an average Global Equity Income Fund (red), average Global Equity Fund 

(green), the FTSE 100 (purple), UK Equity Income Fund (blue), the average UK Fixed 

Interest fund (grey) the Halifax UK Residential Property Market (black), and the average 

Commercial Property Fund (pink) 

 

https://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/8171
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Outlook for the Global Investment Markets in 2017 

The economic outlook for 2017 is for global growth of about 2.8%, global inflation of about 

2.5% and continued low interest rates, with more political headwinds around the world than 

usual. The uncertainty of political leadership in the US, Germany, France and Italy is not 

helping investor confidence. However, productivity growth, and aging populations in China 

and many developed countries are also structural headwinds for markets, even before politics 

stepped in, although the all important company earnings outlook is showing some signs of 

improvement. 

The US 

US consumer confidence is robust, the housing market continues to rally, average earnings 

are improving slowly now that unemployment is again low, so disposable income is up, and 

as consumers make up 75% of the economy this is all good news. Corporate earnings also 

started improving again in Q3 2016. Forecasters are now predicting US earnings growth of 

11% in 2017 and a Return on Equity of 16%.  

 

However, undoubtedly the US election has introduced a lot of uncertainty regarding the 

future, despite more certainty that fiscal (government) policy will be stimulative in the short 

term. The new government is likely to implement corporate tax cuts, provide incentives for 

big companies to bring back US cash stashed all over the world, and possibly begin some 

infrastructural expenditure with the aid of the private sector.  

 

A corporate tax rate cut – even from 35% to 25% (rather than the15% that was suggested pre-

election) - would boost earnings by 10% and make the US the top stock market for earnings 

growth and returns on equity.  

 

US companies have over $1 trillion trapped offshore according to S&P500 company balance 

sheets. Reducing the tax on bringing this back into the US could support mergers and 

acquisitions, research and development, capital expenditure, and improve returns to 

shareholders by increasing dividends and buybacks.  However, it has to be borne in mind that 

a lot of cash held overseas is in the form of US treasuries, which may just be rebought in US 

again, which would not benefit the real economy. 

 

As far as infrastructural spend goes, President Obama promised infrastructural spending too, 

but finding shovel ready projects like road/bridge buildings etc, or private sector partners, is 

harder to actually implement than to say, while the Republican House is notoriously stingy on 

actually increasing expenditure.  

 

In summary, President elect Trump’s inauguration should boost US growth over the next two 

years, which still makes US equities look attractive, despite their rich valuations. It also 

means the Federal Reserve will have to increase interest rates more rapidly, again meaning 

the US Dollar will remain strong, further boosted by this putative repatriation of US 

international assets.  

https://www.ft.com/content/4e5af7e4-c88d-11e6-8f29-9445cac8966f
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President Elect Mr Trump's other pledges on both trade (45% Chinese tariff, and anti-

Mexican rhetoric) is worrisome for world trade and the global economy, while repealing 

Obama care (health insurance for about 20 million people) will be more of a worry for many 

of the poorer electors who voted him in. The US currently imports four times as much as it 

exports to China in Dollar terms (see chart below), and any tariffs would serve to make these 

imports more expensive, again hitting the pockets of US consumers, probably again the very 

consumers that voted Mr Trump in. Only about 15% of the US economy is related to 

international trade, so the US would suffer less from any trade war than the rest of us.  

 

In terms of the UK, Mr Trump is an outspoken supporter of Brexit. He has also said that he 

is in favour of bilateral talks rather than multilateral ones (the US/EU trade deal, known as 

the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), is currently bogged down, and it 

is likely to be vetoed by Mr Trump), which would favour a US/UK trade deal going forward, 

however his “America first” motto does not suggest that the road to a deal will be smooth for 

the UK. The UK currently deals with the US without a trade deal in place using WTO (world 

trade organisation) rules, and the US is still our single largest trading partner, even without a 

free trade deal. The US makes up 15% of our exports, despite the fact that America’s network 

of regulations is especially complex because there are often different rules for each of the 50 

states, making it much harder for British exporters.  

  

http://t.ymlp27.com/bjyuakaejqmeavajeazauyumb/click.php
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Europe 

Economic growth is projected to remain subdued at about 1.5% in 2017, as the region is still 

hoping that low interest rates will boost demand, without help from government spending. 

Despite these supportive monetary conditions, investment weakness will persist, reflecting 

low demand, banking sector fragilities, especially in Italy, and uncertainties about European 

integration. High unemployment and modest wage growth will hold back private 

consumption, while exports will be hampered by soft global trade and by weaker growth in 

the United Kingdom following the Brexit referendum. Inflation is set to rise very gradually. 

Across euro area countries, major differences in growth and unemployment prospects will 

persist. There are still concerns about what Brexit means for Europe and the future of the 

euro longer term. There are also questions about who the UK will be negotiating with, as 

France, Holland and Germany are holding elections in 2017, while Italy’s leadership and 

banking system are still in disarray. If anti-euro movements gradually gain the upper hand 

elsewhere, then the European experiment, and even the euro may come under threat. 

However, the main anti European politician, Marine Le Pen in France, currently trails pro-

UK Francois Fillon in polls for the impending April French presidential elections. 

The UK 

Most forecasters expect economic growth to slow in 2017 to 1.2%, compared to 2.2% in 2016. 

Sterling’s 14% fall in 2016, higher wages in the developing world and slightly higher 

commodity prices will all make imports more expensive this coming year. This will reduce 

consumer’s disposable income, and their propensity to shop, which is the main driver of our 

economy. It will also increase companies’ import costs, which will affect supermarkets prices 

etc. However, UK consumer and business confidence is still growing so far, and global 

growth is forecast to pick up this year, which is all a good sign for 2017.  UK company 

earnings are expected to grow by a further 8% in 2017, provided the oil price remains stable 

at current levels. 

The impact of Brexit is less certain at this stage. We know article 50 will be triggered by the 

end of March 2017, and we will have to leave two years after it is triggered. However, we do 

not know the terms of the divorce, nor what trade deals will be in place by when with Europe, 

or the rest of the world. 46% of UK exports between October 2015 and September 2016 went 

to the EU. However, this percentage has been gradually shrinking over the last ten years, 

although over that period we had a reversal to the trend, with a 5.6 rise in exports to the EU, 

while exports to the rest of the world were stagnant.  

Global trade has grown more slowly since the financial crisis than the trend seen before and 

is expected to have slowed further in 2016. In the short term, if the UK does have a hard 

Brexit, and comes out of both the EU and the customs union we can resort to trading using 

WTO rules, as we do with our trade with our biggest partner the US currently, via the EU. 

Trading in future ourselves via the WTO rules will still require negotiation and global 

agreement, but it should be more quickly achievable than many other trade deals. We will 

certainly want much lower tariffs on non-EU food than we have at present, which will please 

prospective partners. 

  

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/nationalaccounts/balanceofpayments/bulletins/balanceofpayments/aprtojun2016
https://bankunderground.co.uk/2016/12/12/the-world-trade-slowdown-redux/
https://www.cpb.nl/en/figure/cpb-world-trade-monitor-october-2016
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In terms of new bilateral trade agreements, the UK hopes to mirror deals already struck by 

the EU, to speed the process up eg Switzerland (7% of UK exports go there), South Korea 

(2%), Norway, Mexico, South Africa, Chile, Turkey, Egypt etc. They have also already started 

preliminary work on talks with the US, China, India, Brazil, Canada, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, 

UAE, Ghana, Australia and New Zealand. Goods trade deals may well be easier to strike with 

most, but any deal with the US would probably need some form of services agreement first, 

as the US accounts for 23% of the UK’s services exports, which will be much harder to 

achieve quickly. 

Country Simple average 
tariff applied 

Share of total UK 
trade in goods 

Share of total UK 
trade in Goods 
and services  

Brazil 13.5% 0.6% 0.6% 
US 3.5% 9.2% 13.1% 
Australia 2.7% 0.8% 1.2% 

China 9.6% 7.4% 5.4% 
India 13.5% 2.1% 1.8% 
Japan 4.2% 1.6% 1.9% 
New Zealand 2% 0.2% 0.2% 
Source: WTO Tariff profiles 2015, ONS Pink Book 2015 

In terms of negotiating with the remaining EU countries, progress will be slow, as there are 

so many differing opinions amongst the EU27. The EU trade deal with Canada has taken 

seven years thus far, and it still hasn’t been ratified, but hopefully again we can mirror that 

deal to get the ball rolling much more quickly. Trade with the rest of the EU is far more 

important to the EU27 than trade with the UK, hence it is in their interests to unify in their 

negotiation, however any protectionism will definitely slow EU economic growth going 

forward too. As French presidential hopeful Marine Le Pen says, punishing the UK as Donald 

Tusk, president of the EC says “to leave everyone in no doubt about the benefits of EU 

membership” may just add fire to the forces of populism threatening the EU. If the EU is so 

great, why should the UK be punished for leaving?  
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Some in the EU have already come out in support for us, against the Tusk view. Our 

supporters tend to come from those who export most to us, and this order is reflected in the 

chart below:- 

 

Nonetheless, France has been the most anti the UK thus far, despite the UK being the 5th 

largest export market for France. The French food and wine industry accounts for almost 

25% of the total. France is also the 3rd largest foreign investor in the UK, with investments 

totalling around 4.8% of GDP in 2014. Conversely, British investment is also important in 

France, at about 2% of GDP in 2014. The UK is the primary European country in which 

French firms operate, with 359,000 employees and 3,074 subsidiaries. The UK is attractive, 

as it has a more flexible labour market, as well as a far more benign corporate tax 

environment in which to operate, as it does not levy the 47.3% employer social security 

contribution levy on all profits, as France does. The new president, whoever it is, could only 

be a more favourable Brexit negotiation partner than the incumbent, Mr Hollande. 

We are also not sure what Brexit and Trumpanomic’s ‘America first’ trade policy will mean 

for foreign direct investment into the UK. In the latest available figures in 2013, the EU 

invested £453b in the UK, the US £262b, and the rest of the world £260b. Currently, Mr 

Trump is slamming any US company investing anywhere else but the US via Twitter, which 

is definitely a new way to govern that we are just having to get used to. 
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UK House prices 

House prices grew by 6.9% over the last year, according to the Office for National Statistics, 

while Zoopla showed that the east of England had the biggest price increase of 12% in 2016. 

However, the rate of growth is slowing, and indeed falling in London. Central London prices 

fell by another 6%, as 10% stamp duty on properties over £925,000 and Brexit fears bit 

hardest there, while outer London prices fell by 0.1%. Savills say that prime properties have 

fallen in value by 12.5% since the market peaked in 2014. Only 23% of London houses sold 

for more than the asking price in November, compared to 42% in January, and there are too 

many London new builds, according to researchers at Mollor London, who have found there 

are now 10,000 unsold units as at the end of 2016. The OECD has just come out with a 

report that house prices are dangerously high in the UK, Canada and Sweden and liable to a 

sharp correction, but how likely is this?  

One issue raised is that up to 25% of buy to let investors are planning to sell. Private rental 

prices are expected to increase by 2-3 per cent in 2017, and by 1% in London, but buy to let 

as an investment has become less attractive to those having to rely on a mortgage to 

purchase. The government has now removed higher rate tax relief on mortgage interest, and 

the wear and tear allowance, while such buyers are also affected by the stamp duty surcharge 

imposed in April, along with cash buyers. Banks are also now introducing more onerous 

rules that borrowers must meet, before they will lend to buy to let purchasers. 

Another issue is that house prices are now at a very, very high 5.3 times average earnings, 

compared to 2.7 in 1983. Currently low mortgage rates are protecting most buyers from high 

average monthly payments, raising concern that as mortgage rates continue to slowly rise, 

some unwary buyers may be caught out, creating significant market risk. 

Nonetheless, most UK based forecasters are estimating a 2-3% house price increase across 

the UK in 2017. The strongest growth in the UK is again expected to come from East Anglia 

and the West Midlands. 

Other UK Investments 

UK corporate bonds have had an amazing return for many years, but this bull market 

appears now to be over. This will mean much lower annual returns going forward, probably 

in the order of 1-2% pa, which is unlikely to be as good a hedge/protection against inflation 

as equities. I also believe that this means that this makes commercial property funds an even 

more important diversifier away from volatile equities. Property is only expected to return 2-

3% in 2017, but in future years, the forecasts are for more like 4-5%, including the relatively 

high income that it provides. As usual future forecasts for long term average equity returns 

are higher at about 6%, but this involves a more volatile journey, hence why diversification 

into other assets is useful. 

  

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/indexofprivatehousingrentalprices/nov2016
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/indexofprivatehousingrentalprices/nov2016
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Emerging Markets 

US Dollar strength is not good in general for emerging markets, as they tend to have a lot of 

corporate US Dollar debt on their balance sheets, although it does make their exports look 

cheaper. The recent small improvement in commodity prices is also useful for the exporters. 

The major economy to watch in this region is China. The Chinese economy has grown 

rapidly for decades fuelled by investment spending and export-led growth. However, global 

growth has slowed sharply since the financial crisis of 2008, while a stronger currency and 

rising wages in China mean that its exports are no longer as competitive as was once the case. 

The country had embarked on a reform programme designed to boost economic efficiency 

and encourage Chinese consumers to take over from exports as the main engine of growth. 

However, alarmed at the impact that slowing economic growth could have on unemployment 

and social stability, China’s leaders have encouraged a corporate borrowing spree to support 

growth again at the expense of the reform agenda.  

 

Total debt to GDP, as estimated by the Bank for International Settlements and the IMF, is 

around 249 per cent, the highest level of any emerging market. According to the IMF about 

160 per cent of this is corporate sector debt. This money has flowed to areas that already have 

a surplus of supply like steel, coal and cement, so there is a diminishing return on each yuan 

spent. This surge has prompted concern of a looming debt crisis that would have profound 

consequences for China and the global economy in the longer run. There is some debate on 

whether China has the firepower to deal with another banking crisis, despite its US$3.2 

trillion of foreign reserves. Pessimistic commentators point to the $500 billion decline in 

reserves between May 2015 to March 2016 spent on propping up its currency, which shows 

how quickly these reserves could be dissipated. Growth is expected to remain at about 6.5-

7% pa in 2017. 

 

Conclusion 

Although there is a lot of uncertainty about in the world, it appears that global economies 

prospects appear better going forward into 2017. This should favour investments made in 

equities and commercial property, over fixed interest, residential property and cash. 

Amongst equity markets, prospects appear better for the US, the UK and Europe than for 

Asia and the emerging markets. 
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Appendix:- Income Inequality 

There has been a lot of talk recently about how the rich are getting richer, and the poor are 

getting poorer, and it is certainly true that those with investments, and those who own their 

own homes have faired very well over the last few years, compared with those relying on 

pitiful interest rates on cash in the bank. This has led to real concern that globalisation has 

been good for the rich, but not the poor, or the squeezed middle class, hence the back lash 

against it from the electorates around the world. This has also lead to the recent rise in 

protectionism as espoused by Mr Trump, which has often been used as the main reason for 

the depression seen in the US in the 1930’s hence why economists are so strident in defence 

of globalisation rather than protectionist policies. 

 

In consequence, the UK government has been increasing the amount of tax paid by the richer 

in the UK, by increasing the tax rate, and withdrawing their income tax reliefs, while 

reducing the number of people paying any tax at all with a large increase in the personal tax 

allowance. In 2013-14, nearly two-thirds of income tax was paid by people paying the higher 

40 per cent rate, a marked increase on the 54 per cent they paid in 2010-11. The trend for a 

bigger share of tax to be paid by the well off dates back many decades and partly reflects their 

growing share of pre-tax income. But it also reflects the choice of successive chancellors to 

raise income taxes on “those with the broadest shoulders”. As well as introducing a 50p top 

rate of tax, now back down to 45p, the Treasury has cut reliefs and applied higher rates to a 

broader range of incomes. 
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Nonetheless, the world is becoming more prosperous as a whole:- 

 


